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Unified Threat Management (UTM) makes network security less complex, cheaper, and more effective by
consolidating all these components. This book explains the advantages of using UTM and how it works,
presents best practices on deployment, and is a hands-on, step-by-step guide to deploying Fortinet's
FortiGate in the enterprise.
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Unified Threat Management (UTM) makes network security less complex, cheaper, and more effective by
consolidating all these components. This book explains the advantages of using UTM and how it works,
presents best practices on deployment, and is a hands-on, step-by-step guide to deploying Fortinet's
FortiGate in the enterprise.
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Unified Threat Management for Dummies Learning about network security doesn't have to be boring or
complicated! Both techies and non-techies will find much to learn from the new updated version of the
"Unified Threat Management For Dummies" eBook.
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FortiGateÂ® Network Security Platform - *Top Selling Models Matrix * Featured Top selling models, for
complete FortiGate offerings please visit www.fortinet.com. FortiGate virtual appliances are also available. All
performance values are â€œup toâ€• and vary depending on system configuration.
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UTM Security with Fortinet - 1st Edition - Elsevier Unified Threat Management (UTM) makes network security
less complex, cheaper, and more effective by consolidating all these components. This book explains the
advantages of using UTM and how it works, presents best practices on deployment, and is a hands-on,
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